
“Surfin’”/“Luau” 
 
Label 61dj 
Candix    331 
White label with catalog number at the left side 
Artist name shown as The Surfers. Deleted. 
Unissued November, 1961. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Label 61 
Candix    331 
Black label with catalog number at the left side 
Issued November, 1961. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This first release of the single uses the original set of mothers 
and stampers, labeled CD-TS-1 and CD-TS-2.  As fans of the group 
know, TS stood for “The Surfers.” An acetate from Hite Morgan’s 
studio, Stereo Masters Co., and which is in a private collection, 
contains the two songs for the single and displays the group’s 
name as The Surfers. It is almost certainly true that Candix 
Enterprises received such labeled information from the Morgans 
as they prepared to press copies of the group’s first single – at 
some time in late October or early November, 1961. 
 
The plating for the single was probably done by AFM 
Engineering, whose engineers occasionally used circled numbers 
to indicate part numbers. Since Candix employed the 



Jamie/Guyden system of master numbering, it is possible that a business affiliate of Jamie Records was 
one of their regular pressing plants on the west coast. 
 
There are no known genuine promotional singles for Candix 331, although the label typically marked 
promotional singles at that time. Some researchers believe that the promotional singles were discarded 
because they identified the band as The Surfers instead of as the Beach Boys. All commercial copies use 
the name “Beach Boys” (without the article). The B-side label gives the song time as 2:00. The publishing 
credit for the A-side is co-claimed by Guild Music (Murry Wilson’s company) and Drink Music (a vehicle 
for Joe Saraceno, a producer who was associated with Candix in 1961). 
 
As for the probable date of release, Candix 328 appeared briefly on the local KFXM chart during the 
week of October 7-13, 1961. That same week, Candix was trying to promote another single (Candix 326 
by the Frogmen). Cash Box gave that Frogmen single a B+ rating in its 10/7/61 issue, but the month of 
October was good neither for the Frogmen nor for Candix. 
 
Arguing in favor of a date in late November:  Joe Saraceno was (reportedly) concerned with the financial 
instability at Candix when he took “Surfer’s Stomp” by the Mar-Kets to another local label, Union 
Records. That single sold well enough locally that by the December 25, 1961, issue of Billboard (ready 
for press at least a week earlier) that single had been picked up nationally by Liberty Records. If the 
single was available for a few weeks before December 18th, it had to have come out in late November or 
early December – implying that the Beach Boys’ (earlier) single beat it to the shops in late November. 
 
Arguing in favor of a date in early December: Candix appears to have struck a deal with Alco Research 
and Engineering to press the second release of this single, as X-301, on or about December 19th. That the 
pressing run of Candix 331 is low may be discerned by the number of records that have surfaced for 
sale. Popsike’s record of eBay sales indicate that approximately 3 copies of Candix 331 come up for sale 
every year. This is consistent with a record that sold between a few thousand copies and perhaps 
10,000. Being that the “Surfin” single had copies of Candix 331 in stock and was listed as such in late 
December, 1961, and early January, 1962, when it began to sell across the local markets, it had likely 
sold a few thousand copies quickly not long before that. Candix may not have considered a second 
pressing until the end of the second week in December. A release date in the first week in December is 
not unreasonable. 
 
Authors continue to argue in favor of individual dates between late November and early December, 
1961. In the absence of direct information, I will leave the date range open to further examination. 
 
  



Label X61 
X    301 
Black label with silver print. 
Issued December, 1961. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the matrix, there is an additional hyphen. TS is shown in the trail-off as T-S; the – looks like a dot 
sometimes. 
This record exists with three minor label variations, indicating different printings of the label. 
X301-A(i) There is narrow space above artist name on both sides. 
X301-A(ii) There is wider space above artist name on both sides; as in A(i), the N in SURFIN is over 
the ) in the author credit. 
X301-A(iii) has the extra space as in A(ii), but the N in SURFIN is over the e in Love. 
 The label copy is also shifted on the “Luau” side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The story that is generally agreed-upon is that Candix was unable to pay their pressing plant for a 
second pressing of Candix 331. Therefore, on December 15, 1961, Candix contracted with Bob Field at 
Pacific Record Distributors to finance a second pressing of Candix 331. The deal was never completed 
and three days later Candix made a more-or-less permanent arrangement with Alco Research & 
Engineering to press not only new copies of “Surfin’”/“Luau” but also all future offerings from Candix. 
 
Another point to which there is widespread agreement is that it was necessary to hide the new pressing 
from their former pressing plant. This they did by creating the X label and changing the number to 301. 
This was a curious move, since the artist name and song titles were the same as on Candix 331. At any 
rate, Candix had provided metal parts to the pressing plant that they could no longer retrieve; 
consequently, they created a new set of parts. These are labeled CD-TS-1-R and CD-TS-2-R. Both labels 
now indicate a connection to Drink Music, and the B-side song time has been extended to 2:10. This is 
true only on the label, for the song itself runs 1:49 and is the same version that one finds on Candix 331. 
 



Back Story 
 
In late November, 1961, Joe Saraceno took a song that could have been released by 
Candix, “Surfer’s Stomp,” and released it on the newly-formed Union label instead. 
This placed another “surfing” song on a local label that could draw sales away from 
the Beach Boys’ single. 
 
Adding to the issue of Saraceno’s “loyalty,” others were starting to issue records 
about surfing. A second “Surfer’s Stomp,” by the Tuffs and Kay Bell was prepared for 
release in late November and wound up being reviewed in Billboard in the 
December 11, 1961, issue – in which it was listed as a new release. Since it was on a 
larger label, Dot, the new single received some promotion from Dot in 
subsequent issues. 

 
The Mar-Kets recording was an instrumental. Local stations 
preferred it over the Tuffs’ vocal, and they favored it over Kenny 
and the Ho-Daddies’ recording of “Surf Dance” – a song that was 
also mentioned in the December 11th issue of Billboard. One 
week later (12/18), the Mar-Kets’ single on Union was mentioned 
as being “noteworthy” in the LA area. This brought the attention 
of Liberty Records, who immediately signed a national 
distribution deal with Union. The December 25th issue of 
Billboard mentions that the Mar-Kets single was now out on 
Liberty. 
 

 
 
 
Meanwhile, Candix was still promoting their single 331 (using its original number), 
which was probably close to selling out. This is when the mid-December 
arrangement with Alco entered the picture. Instead of paying their debt to their 
previous pressing plant, they simply switched operations to Alco, sending out 
copies of X-301. Since Alco was the company that originated the “delta” system of 
master numbering that Monarch Record Mfg. Co. famously used, pressings of 
“Surfin”/“Luau” from this point on feature the number ∆ 41389 on the A-side and 
∆ 41389-X on the B-side. 
 
Despite people pushing for an earlier mastering date, the number ∆ 41389 indicates a release date in 
mid-December. Buster Brown’s “Sugar Babe” single (Fire 507, ∆ 41386) was first mentioned by Billboard 
in the 12/18/61 issue. Had the trade magazines chosen to mention the release of X-301, this likely would 
have happened in either the 12/25/61 issue or the 1/1/62 issue – indicating a record mastered in the 
second half of December. This date coincides with the arrangement with Alco. 
 
The fact that there are three label variations for X-301 indicates a greater-than-anticipated demand for 
the record. This led to… 
 
  



Label 62 
Candix    301 
Black label with catalog number at the bottom 
The print on the left side indicates the publishing company, Guild Music. 
Issued January, 1962. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At this point, Candix contracted Record Labels, Incorporated, who also printed for Jamie Records, for 
Doré Records, and for other labels. This is evident in the wide, pointed typeface that they used for the 
song titles. Record Labels continued to print for Candix for as long as they used Alco for pressing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The release date for the newly-christened Candix 301 single is probably mid-January, 1962. The January 
20th issue of Cash Box notes the departure of Joe Saraceno from Candix (as a result of his various issues 
with them). His resignation probably came during the second week in January. After that point, Candix 
stopped using the “X” label and removed the references to Saraceno’s “Drink Music” from their new 
labels. In the matrix, there is an additional hyphen. TS is shown in the trail-off as T-S. 
 
There are three known label variations for this release of Candix 301. 
C301-A(i) There is narrow space above 301. The left portion of the 1 in 301 is under the period in 
“H. Morgan.” 
C301-A(ii) There is narrow space above 301. The producer credit has been moved slightly to the 
left, so that the 1 in 301 is now entirely under the blank space before “Morgan.” 
C301-A(iii) There is a wider space above 301. The information block on the right side of the label 
has been moved further to the right than on A(i) or A(ii). 
 
 
 
 
 



Cash Box lists “Surfin’” as Candix 331 in its January 20th issue, where the song is seventeenth on its list of 
upcoming songs. By the following week, Candix 301 was available, and Cash 
Box reviewed it. 
 
The switch away from the X label probably also indicates the involvement of 
Era Records in picking up the national distribution for the single. Once Era 
agreed to distribute the single, Candix established a contract for labels, 
ordered new stampers, and changed the label back to their own. This is 
apparent in the Cash Box review, which mentions Era’s distribution. Billboard 
seems to have considered this to be the same record as Candix 331, so they 
didn’t change the number to 301 that week – when the record appeared as a 
local breakout single in the southern California market. 
 
Within a short period of time – possibly two weeks, Candix decided to add a 
statement to its labels indicating that Era was distributing the single. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Label E62dj 
Candix/Era   301 
Black label with catalog number at the bottom 
The print on the left side reads “Dist. By ERA RECORD SALES INC.” 
Labels read “AUDITION COPY.” 
Issued c. February, 1962. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



There are three known label variations for this promotional release of Candix 301. 
E301dj-A(i) On the A-side, the ( before B. Wilson is a little bit to the right of the point of the A in 
“BEACH” that sits below the parenthesis. On the right, ( in front of BMI is under the d in Guild. 
E301dj-A(ii) On the A-side, the ( before B. Wilson is directly over the point of the A in “BEACH” that 
sits below the parenthesis. On the right, ( in front of BMI is under the d in Guild. The word “copy” has 
been shifted slightly to the left. 
E301dj-A(iii) On the A-side, the ( before B. Wilson is directly over the point of the A in “BEACH” that 
sits below the parenthesis. On the right, ( in front of BMI is under the blank space after Guild. The word 
“copy” has been shifted to the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Label E62 
Candix/Era   301 
Black label with catalog number at the bottom 
The print on the left side reads “Dist. By ERA RECORD SALES INC.” 
Issued c. February, 1962. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This last version of the single sold reasonably well for what began as a local release. Copies exist from 
the eastern part of the country that were pressed by ARP and have “ARP” in script in the matrix. There 
are twelve known “label shift” or “slide rule” copies of the A-side label, indicating that they continued to 
print a few thousand labels at a time until the record stopped selling. The B-side labels may be found 
matched with the A-side labels, as indicated below, or they may be matched up with different A-side 
labels. 
 
If each label printing corresponds to between 2,500 and 3,000 copies of the single, then based on 
popsike, this might be a reasonable population estimate. 
Candix 331 less than 3000 copies  3 copies per year 
X-301  6000 to 9000 copies  4 copies per year 
Candix 301 6000 to 9000 copies  4 copies per year 
Candix/Era 301 approximately 33,000 copies 16 copies per year 
 



E301-A(i)  A-side 
 Left  S under ER; Era info bold 
 Right  T under CD; T over G; ( under l 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side 
 Right  T under ( and over u 
 Bottom  wide space above 301 
 
E301-A(ii)   A-side 
 Left  S under middle of R 
 Right  T under (C; T over ui 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side 
 Right  T under (C and over u 
 Bottom  wide space above 301 
 
E301-A(iii)   A-side 
 Left  S under E 
 Right  T under (C; T over Gu 
 Bottom  3 under r 
   B-side 
 Right  T under (C and over right side of G 
 Bottom  narrow space above 301 
 
E301-A(iv)   A-side 
 Left  S under ER 
 Right  T under (C; T over G 
 Bottom  3 under e 
   B-side 
 Right  T under (C and over middle of G 
 Bottom  narrow space above 301; ( under blank space 
 
E301-A(v)   A-side 
 Left  S under ER 
 Right  T under (C; T over G; ( under d 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side 
 Right  T under (C and over middle of G 
 Bottom  narrow space above 301; ( under U 
 
E301-A(vi)   A-side 
 Left  S under E 
 Right  T under (C; T over Gu; ( under d 
 Bottom  3 under r 
   B-side 
 Right  T under C and over l 
 Bottom  narrow space over 301 
 



E301-A(vii)   A-side 
 Left  S under ER 
 Right  T under (C; T over Gu; ( under blank space 
 Bottom  3 under r 
   B-side 
 Right  T under ( and over G 
 Bottom  narrow space above 301 
 
E301-A(viii)   A-side 
 Left  S under ER 
 Right  T under (C; blank line under song time 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side 
 Right  blank line under song time 
 Bottom  narrow space above 301 
 
E301-A(ix)   A-side 
 Left  S under ER; Era not bold 
 Right  T under CD; T over G; ( under l – further to the left than A(i) 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side same as A(vi) 
    
E301-A(x)   A-side 
 Left  S under right side of R 
 Right  T under (C; T over ui; info further right than A(ii) 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side same as A(vi) 
 
E301-A(xi)   A-side 
 Left  S under ER 
 Right  T under C; T over G; ( under right side of d 
 Bottom  3 under er 
   B-side 
 Right  T under C and over G 
 Bottom  narrow space over 301 
 
E301-A(xii)   A-side 
 Left  S under right side of R 
 Right  T under (C; T over ui; info further right than A(ii) 
 Bottom  3 under r 
   B-side 
 Right  T under ( and over u 
 Bottom  narrow space above 301 
 
 


